Which partnerships?

The ICM’s global network

The major religions’ leaders

Churches from the Mediterranean rim

The Mediterranean inter-ministerial delegation

The Metropoles (Nice-Côte D’Azur, Toulon, Aix-Marseille-Provence)

Departments, the « Sud » Region

Universities and faculties

A steering team

Robert Botteghi: supervising the project mission « Maison de la Sagesse », and funding researcher.

Patrice Chocholski: ICM Director, project coordination

Colette Hamza: ISTR Director (institut de sciences et théologie des religions - Institute of Religions Sciences and Theology)

Pierre Langeron: ICM President, partnerships

Christophe Roucou: Director of programs for the « Maison de la Sagesse », Manager of the Relations with Islam pole

Bernard Valero: international relations project manager – partnerships (collectivities, universities, delegation to the Mediterranean…)

Paths of Dialogue

Between cultures, humanisms and religions
The Mediterranean in times of uncertainty

Contemporary multidimensional crisis challenge us deeply on individual and collective level.

They confront us to a wide range of issues: social and human (social justice), economic, migration, climate and environment, digitals, geostrategic and politics, cultural and intergenerations.

Facing these crisis we have tools such as the coordination of local, national and European actors, territorial diplomacy and Mediterranean cooperation.

Therefore, the dialogue between cultures, humanisms and religion is a necessity which urgently imposed upon. State of uncertainty and concerns constitute a call for dialogue.

Reflexion laboratories

Moving Identities
- Singularities
- Affiliation
- Identities

Mediterranean and territories, from « their home » to « ours ».
- Environment, sustainable and inclusive development,
- Interdependences, demography,
- Public policies

How to think about uncertainty on anthropological and theological grounds?
- Anthropology
- Philosophy
- Theology
- Religions’ science

How to overcome divisions by education?
- Dialogue in education, arts and culture fields.

Les prochaines étapes

1. Saturday 2 October at the Mistral:
   Conference of Dominique Bourel:
   From Vienna to Florence, Buber and the Mediterranean

2. Cycles of conferences, debates, ideas, workshops, experience sharing

3. A web page on the ICM site with videos, possibility to share through social networks and webinars

4. Seminars and publications
   Masterclass

5. In the Sud Region, between Marseille and Nice
   On the Mediterranean shores
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